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Left Behind

Even a small credit score improvement can bring 
emotional relief, according to a new study by Super 
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Millions of Americans  
denied credit access feel  
a toll on their mental health

http://super.com/


The past few years have been a financial roller 
coaster for most Americans. Interest rates bottomed 
out and then shot through the roof. Temporary  
inflation turned out to be not-so-temporary. The 
dream of owning an affordable home seemed  
to slip further and further out of reach. 

Meanwhile in the background, millions of Americans 
did their best to carve out a decent life, putting  
in hours of work over hot restaurant stoves, hospital  
beds, retail counters, and computer keyboards.  
Unfortunately, getting ahead — or keeping up 
 — these days isn’t as simple as bringing home  
a regular paycheck. 

It’s credit that makes the world go round. Credit  
is how the majority of Americans are able to afford 
things like a comfortable home, better education, 
or a good car. For those with good credit, it’s a safe 

1 Underserved is defined as someone belonging to any of the following groups or circumstances: an  
annual household income of less than $50,000, having a credit score in the lowest 30% percentile in the 
U.S., and as a result, ignored or excluded from traditional financial institutions like banks or credit products

haven that helps cover everything from emergency 
car repairs to the well-deserved birthday splurge. 
Credit unlocks access to the good life we all expect 
in return for our hard work. 

But, for millions of Americans who are financially 
underserved1 by today’s banking institutions, the 
day-to-day realities and mental burden of not  
having good credit can be grim.

A new study conducted by Super explores what it 
means to be financially underserved for 1,611 U.S. 
consumers ages 18 to 75. The findings reveal how 
having no or poor access to credit impacts their 
mental health and financial wellbeing. 

Insights from the study make it clear that those  
with credit challenges face troubling emotional  
and financial burdens. However, small credit  
improvements also proved to be a surprisingly 
powerful way to elevate a brighter outlook. 

Introduction 

Millions are left behind  
by the U.S. credit system

• 2 in 3 of the financially  
underserved have been  
denied credit 

• 70% don’t feel financially  
secure

• Only 44% can afford what they 
want for their families 

Concerning mental health 
impacts burden those who 
can’t access credit 

• 57% of those financially  
burdened suffer with anxiety  
and other negative emotions 

• 3 in 4 experienced a negative 
outcome due to having no or 
poor credit

• Those denied credit go without 
what they need or opt for less 
ideal borrowing options 

• Most underserved need credit  
to deal with the basics —  
emergency repairs, food, bills, etc.

Small credit improvements 
can result in big relief —  
and hope for a better life 

• 70% of the underserved say  
a small credit score increase  
would open up a lot more  
opportunities

• More positive emotions are  
correlated with an improving  
credit score

• 80% of the underserved  
would better their home or  
otherwise improve life if  
they had better credit

Key findings
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Left out 
Millions without credit access endure 
denials, unreliable lending options

What does it mean to be  
financially “underserved?” 

For millions of Americans — as many as 1 in 4 — 
who don’t have a credit score, have poor credit, or 
who are struggling at the low end of the payscale, 
being underserved means rejection, feelings of 
insecurity, and stress. 

Underserved consumers can see how peers with 
good credit use it to scale up into new homes, 
cover unexpected bills, or finally upgrade that old 
sofa or car. The underserved want these things, 
too. Yet, their credit status can mean extremely 
limited or expensive borrowing options — if they’re 
not blocked from accessing credit all together. 

This leaves the underserved feeling vulnerable 
and financially insecure. Most of them (72%)  
say they’re stressed out about upcoming  
financial obligations.

Financially underserved Americans 
are under serious pressure 

�����67%

���������� 70%

����������72%

�����42%�����
2 in 3 (67%) underserved 
consumers have had a credit 
application denied

42% have been denied 
access to credit 4 times 
or more

70% don’t feel  
financially secure

72% are stressed  
about upcoming  
financial obligations

 “ I have to live in a motel because I can’t 
get approved for any housing.  

Female, 35 – 44 years old, Milwaukee, WI 
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Without a way to get ahead and build financial 
security, the underserved are far more likely than 
American consumers in the general population  
to feel like they can’t afford what they want or  
need for their families. 

Close to half (42%) of underserved consumers  
felt they couldn’t afford what they needed,  
including basics like food and shelter. Even fewer 
felt they could afford what they wanted, putting 
that date night, fun birthday present for their child, 
or updated computer out of reach for most. 

These doubts appeared to only grow with age. 
About half of Gen Z2 underserved consumers felt 
they could afford what they want, compared to only 
1 in 3 underserved in the Baby Boomer generation.

2 The different generations are defined in the Index

LEFT OUT

Percentages of underserved Americans  
who disagree with the statement:  

“I can afford the things I want for myself 
and/or my family,” by generation.49+52+545964

Gen Z

49% 52% 54%
59%

64%

Gen X

Boomers

Younger 

Mille
nials Older 

Mille
nials

42+28+100 

Can’t afford what they need 

Underserved

General  
Population

42%

28%

Can’t afford what they want 

56+3956%Underserved

General  
Population 39%

Most underserved Americans can’t afford what  
they want for themselves and their families
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 “ One day I needed to pay for some medications 
and I had already used up all my credit so  
I asked a friend for help. 

Female, 35 – 44 years old, El Paso, TX

 “ The most recent time [I was denied credit] was 
when I was trying to get a loan for a new car.  
It was a few years ago but I remember feeling 
so defeated. I was rejected no matter what  
financial route we went. We spent a few hours 
at the dealership going back and forth with  
the bank and we left without a car. It was kind 
of embarrassing. 

Female, 25 – 34 years old, Rochester, NY
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Stress, anxiety, and 
sleepless nights 
The concerning mental health impacts  
of not having credit

As many as 3 in 4 financially underserved Americans  
(76%) said they personally experienced a negative 
outcome due to having no or poor credit. The most 
common negative experiences include getting  
denied for a loan, getting less favorable (read: wildly 
more expensive) borrowing terms, or being forced 
to work with a second- or third-choice lender. 

It’s little wonder that even thinking about their credit 
score can trigger a negative emotional response. 
For 57% of the underserved, thinking about their 
credit (or lack thereof) gives them anxiety, keeps 
them up at night, or fills them with dread. 

In addition to this serious burden on their mental 
health, the underserved are far more likely than the 
general population of consumers to feel defeated,  
worried, or helpless when they know their credit 
score could be checked. 

Millions of everyday Americans carry around this 
extra emotional burden simply because they live in 
a system that often doesn’t see them or offer them 
ways to meet their needs.

�����51%

�����40%

�����37%

51% are more likely to 
feel defeated

40% are more likely to 
feel worried

37% are more likely to 
feel helpless

In fact, when the underserved know their credit 
score could be checked, they’re more far  
more likely than the general population to feel 
defeated, worried, or helpless.

 “ I want to start a business and am very worried 
that my mediocre credit score will negatively 
impact my ability to qualify for a business loan.

Female, 35 – 44 years old, Indianapolis, IN

57% say thinking about their  
 credit score (or lack of 
one) gives them anxiety, keeps them 
up at night, or fills them with dread
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DATA  VISUALIZATION: 
What happens when the underserved are denied credit when they really needed it: 
Borrow money from family (35%)
Delay or canceling making the purchase (31%)
Borrow money from friends (23%)
Not pay the bill (and their service was cut o�/terminated) (20%)
Buy cheaper or lower quality items (19%)
Get a payday loan (18%)
Turn to local, state and/or federal programs for help (15%)
Turn to services provided by others for help (e.g., food banks, religious organizations, charities, 
non-pro�ts, etc.) (14%)
Delay medical treatment for themselves or their child/ren (13%)
Get a cash advance (12%)
Borrow money from their spouse/partner (9%)
Delay or cancel their moving plans (7%)
Delay or cancel  their trip or vacation (7%)
Delay or cancel their education plans (7%)
Delay or cancel  their plan to start a business (5%)

Groceries, bills, the emergency vet: the  
real-life events that trigger credit needs

Being denied credit carries an emotional impact 
because it’s not just about the money. It’s about 
what the money is needed for, and the sometimes 
heartbreaking consequences of not being able to 
access credit. 

The most common reason underserved Americans 
need credit came up around emergencies, like  
an urgent home repair or a veterinary procedure to 
save a beloved pet. Beyond the unexpected, 1 in 3 of 
the underserved felt the pressure of needing credit 
to help with everyday necessities, like groceries or 
the electric bill. 

It doesn’t help that 76% of underserved Americans 
who’ve been denied credit said they were turned 
away at a moment of critical need. As a result, 
many had to make the emotionally taxing choice  
to approach family for a loan or deal with the  
upsetting consequences of simply not being able  
to afford help.

STRESS, ANXIETY, AND 
SLEEPLESS NIGHTS

 “ 
I was unable to get credit to finance my dog’s 
emergency surgery so I had to delay until I 
could borrow money from family. By that point 
it was too late and she had to be put down. 

Female, 35 – 44 years old, Indianapolis, IN

3 Top reasons the underserved have 
applied for credit: 

DATA VISUALIZATION: (DESIGN - Could work as a chart or list – either way consider what space 
allows and cut items starting at the bottom) 
Top reasons the underserved have applied for credit: 
To pay for an unexpected emergency (medical, home or car repair, etc.) (44%)
To buy groceries (35%)
To pay for a monthly bill (utilities, cellphone,  etc.) (33%)
To buy a car (25%)
To pay rent (25%)
To help build/improve my credit score so that I can apply for a mortgage or loan (17%)
To help build/improve my credit score for a rental application (16%)
To buy clothes for myself or my child/ren (15%)
To treat myself  (10%)
To cover education costs (college, a course, etc.) (8%) 
To pay for an upcoming trip or vacation (7%)
To start my own business (7%)
To help pay for childcare (6%)44+35+33+25+25+17+16+15+10+8+7+7+6

Unexpected 
emergency 

Groceries

Borrow money 
from family

Delay or cancel  
the purchase

Not pay the bill

Buy cheaper or 
lower quality

Get a payday loan

Borrow money 
from friends

Monthly bill

Buy a car

Rent

Mortgage or loan 

Rental application

44%

35%

35%

31%

20%

19%

18%

23%

33%

25%

25%

17%

16%

4 What happens when the underserved are 
denied credit when they really needed it: 

3 View the complete list in the Index 
4 View the complete list in the Index
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Helpless no more 
Small credit improvements present a surprising 
source of hope for the underserved

It’s clear that lack of credit access can have  
detrimental effects on the mental health and  
wellbeing of the underserved. Yet, there is still hope.

The study results reveal a silver lining: It takes  
surprisingly little to generate financial and emotional  
relief. A strong majority of the underserved (70%)  
said just a small increase in their credit score would 
open up a lot more opportunities for a better life  
for them. 

In fact, seeing an increase to their credit score is 
enough to make underserved Americans feel less 
helpless and more hopeful. The underserved who 
have an improving credit score describe emotional  
responses more akin to Americans with good  
credit than those who are struggling. 

While most underserved Americans said they’d  
feel some kind of emotional relief from improved 
credit, 1 in 3 said better credit would directly  
improve their mental health. 

The study findings also confirm what the underserved 
already suspect: life is, indeed, better with access to 
credit. Respondents who are already in the upper 
credit tiers said they experience greater peace of 
mind, financial perks, and the ability to make large 
purchases that help them feel like they’re taking their 
lives to the next level. 

70% agree that a small  
 increase in credit 
score will open up a lot more 
opportunities for a better life
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HELPLESS NO MORE
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Financially underserved Americans 
believe they could enjoy benefits with 
access to credit:

40% Would feel more confident dealing  
with life’s ups and downs 

37% Would feel like a huge burden was lifted 

36% Say it would help improve their mental  
health (e.g., less anxiety, stress, etc.)

35% Could better provide for themselves  
and/or their families 

31% Would stress less over day-to-day  
necessities

31% Could shift from just surviving to actually  
thriving in life 

30% Would finally be able to build a life that they 
can enjoy 

21% Would focus more on experiences that would 
enrich their lives 

10% Would be able to retire earlier

9% Could finally start a family

Americans with full access to credit  
say they do enjoy benefits:

44% Feel peace of mind because they always 
have a payment backup if needed 

35% Feel it makes their life more affordable  
because having good credit gives them the best 
rates and rewards 

35% Are able to pay for unexpected emergencies 

34% Make larger purchases that they wouldn’t  
be able to afford otherwise (e.g., car, home,  
vacations, etc.) 

23% Have more fun experiences by redeeming  
the rewards they earn on their credit card (e.g., 
concerts, festivals, sporting events, dining, etc.)

22% Travel more by redeeming the rewards  
they earn on their credit card (e.g., flights, hotel 
stays, etc.)

20% Spend on the things or experiences they 
wanted by giving them more time to pay for them 

17% Budget better by letting them stretch out  
when they pay for their purchases 

9% Say they have access to the funds they  
needed to pursue their educations 

7% Gives them access to the funds they needed  
to launch their own businesses   
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    of underserved  
   Americans would  
use an improved credit score  
to better their lives 

Most underserved Americans would take 
advantage of good credit to make a better life

While study findings suggest a better credit score 
could help the underserved feel better, a majority 
(80%) of them also had ideas about specific  
ways they’d like to put better credit into action to 
improve their lives. 

With home and rental prices reaching new  
dizzying new highs in recent years, it makes sense 
that housing loomed large in the minds of  
underserved consumers. Nearly a quarter (22%)  
of the underserved said they’d use better credit  
to, essentially, fulfill the traditional American dream  
by applying for a mortgage or trading up into  
a better rental home. 

How the underserved would put better credit to work 

HELPLESS NO MORE

80%

All generations of the underserved prioritized housing  
except Gen Z, which focused more on wanting to 
use credit to buy or lease a car. When it came to 
secondary priorities, Baby Boomers were more likely 
to focus on dealing with prior debts, while Millennials,  
still in the process of building their lives, were more 
likely to prioritize a car after housing. 

In spite of the many unfair burdens faced by the 
underserved, it’s clear: They haven’t given up on 
credit as a bridge to a better life. Now it’s up to the 
modern financial system to actually see them and 
create innovative new ways to lend them a hand.

7

22% would apply for  
a mortgage for a new 

home or apply for  
a new rental home

17% would apply for a 
low-interest loan to pay 

off their debts

16% would buy  
or lease a car

15% would apply for  
a credit card for  

emergency use only

 “ I tried to buy a car, and was denied credit.  
Had to go to a different creditor for the loan  
as I had to have a car. My interest rate was 
more than double what I would have gotten 
had my credit been better. 

Male, 45 – 54 years old, Philadelphia, PA
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About the report 

About Super

Super is the technology company at the intersection 
of fintech and commerce that empowers users to 
spend less, save more, and build credit — so they 
can experience more of what life has to offer.  
Super is home to the best prices on everything from  
discounted everyday items to great hotel deals 
— as well as the hub that enables cashback and 
credit building on every transaction. Learn more by 
visiting Super.com and follow us on LinkedIn. 

Sharing, publishing, or referencing this report is  
permitted with attribution to “Super” and a link  
to this page. Please contact press@livesuper.com  
with media inquiries, for additional data, or to  
speak with a financial expert from Super.

Methodology

The data in this report came from a study conducted  
by the Market Research and Insights team at  
Super. The survey covered the topic of credit and  
its impact on Americans’ financial health and  
wellbeing. The study included 1,611 adult consumers  
in the United States, with a particular focus on  
consumers with a low household income ($50,000 
or less) or low or no credit scores. The data was 
collected Sept. 2 – 8, 2022. 

http://super.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/snapcommerce-inc/?originalSubdomain=ca
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Index

Terminology

Underserved

In this report, the term “underserved” is defined  
as someone belonging to any of the following 
groups or circumstances: an annual household  
income of less than $50,000, having a credit score 
in the lowest 30% percentile in the U.S., and as  
a result, ignored or excluded from traditional  
financial institutions like banks or credit products. 

Generations

Generations are designated as follows: Gen Z:  
1997-2012, Millennial: 1981-1996, Gen X: 1965-1980, 
Baby Boomers: 1946-1964 

Additional data

Complete list of the top reasons the underserved 
have applied for credit: 

44% To pay for an unexpected emergency  
(medical, home or car repair, etc.)

35% To buy groceries

33% To pay for a monthly bill (utilities, cellphone, 
etc.)

25% To buy a car

25% To pay rent

17% To help build or improve their credit score so 
that they can apply for a mortgage or loan

16% To help build or improve their credit score  
for a rental application

15% To buy clothes for themselves or their  
child or children

10% To treat themselves

8% To cover education costs (college, a course, 
etc.)

7% To pay for an upcoming trip or vacation 

7% To start their own business

6% To help pay for childcare
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INDEX

Complete list of what happens when the  
underserved are denied credit when they really 
needed it: 

35% Borrow money from family

31% Delay or cancel making the purchase

23% Borrow money from friends

20% Don’t pay the bill (and their service is cut  
off or terminated) 

19% Buy cheaper or lower quality items

18% Get a payday loan

15% Turn to local, state and/or federal programs  
for help

14% Turn to services provided by others for help 
(e.g., food banks, religious organizations, charities, 
non-profits, etc.)

13% Delay medical treatment for themselves  
or their child or children

12% Get a cash advance

9% Borrow money from their spouse/partner 

7% Delay or cancel their moving plans

7% Delay or cancel their trip or vacation

7% Delay or cancel their education plans


